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AN INTRODUCTION: 
TE 991 EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE 



PROJECT FRAMEWORK: 
AURORA MORALES AND REMEDIOS HISTORY

“History is the story we tell ourselves about how the past 
explains out present.”

“Storytelling is not neutral.”

“Make absences visible: 
We are the ancestors of whom no record has been kept. We 
are trace elements in your bodies, mineral coloring in your 
eyes, residue in your fingernails. You don’t know the places 

were our bones are, but we we in your bones.”



PROJECT FRAMEWORK:
THE VEIN OF A REMEDIOS HISTORY

 

As I sifted through what this project meant in terms of a remedios history, 
I immediately thought of a collaborative spoken-word poem by Ryan Red Corn 
called “Bad Indians.” 

Red Corn’s poem has not only become a guide for my own research throughout 
graduate school, but it has found its way into curating my own ability to tell 
histories. Specifically I locate the voices in the poem to be not only be 
interrogating history as Morales encourages, but that it sets the stage for 
storytelling that is not neutral and brings into the light a history that has no 
record of ever existing. 



PROJECT FRAMEWORK:
IHE VEIN OF A REMEDIOS HISTORY

If I talk loud enough
If I talk clear enough
that I would be heard
That for some talking is singing
That for some singing is praying
But I guess that depends on who is doing the talking
and I guess that depends on who is doing the 
listening
...so understand me in English,
you have been robbed of your tongues
the taproot of thought
in the middle of resisting
the language got caught
And she only shows her face during ceremony
like she's ashamed of her scars

-“Bad Indians” by Ryan Red Corn

https://youtu.be/3FUgDutdauQ?t=55
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FUgDutdauQ


“Freedom with Reservation” Project

Topic: Omitted histories from the Civil Rights era

➔ Menominee Termination Era, American Indian Movement 
1950s-1970s

Goal: 
➔ To create a resource that does not currently exist within the 

website collection of resources provided by: 
WisconsinFirstNations.org.

Intended audience: Pre-service teachers and educators in 
Wisconsin that fall under Act 31.

https://wisconsinfirstnations.org/resources/#!/treaty_lands=menominee


Wisconsin Act 31
Educational Resource Context:

“Beginning September 1, 1991, as part of the 
social studies curriculum, include instruction in 
the history, culture, and tribal sovereignty of the 
federally recognized American Indian tribes and 
bands located in this state at least twice in the 
elementary grades and at least once in the high 
school grades”

➔ Each teacher seeking a license from the 
state must have instruction in Native 
American history, culture and tribal 
sovereignty.



Identifying a gap:

I began developing this project in 
response to exploring the resources 
available on the Wisconsin First 
Nations website. This is a website 
aimed at supporting Wisconsin’s 
Education Act 31, the statutory 
requirement that all school districts 
provide instruction in the history, 
culture, and tribal  sovereignty of 
Native nations in the state. 

However, upon auditing the 20 
resources specific to the Menominee 
Tribe,  I noticed none were dedicated 
to Menominee Termination of the 
American Indian Movement.   



What’s missing? Website link

https://wisconsinfirstnations.org/resources/#!/treaty_lands=menominee
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I. The Dawn Before Termination Era
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IV. American Indian Movement 

V. We AIM for Change



Menominee 
Termination Era
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The Dawn Before Termination Era 

In 1872, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis A. Walker explained that reservation 

systems placed all Indians “under strict reformatory control by the agents of the Government” 

and it was “the right of the Government to keep the Indians upon the reservations signed to them, 

and to arrest and return them whenever they wander away” (Wilkins, 2002, p. 108). Indians on 

reservations were prisoners on their own lands and guarded by the state. Additionally, 

reservations were seen as “social laboratories for civilizing the Indians” as a means to works 

towards full acculturation and assimilation and did not encourage the freedom of culture 

(Wilkins, 2002, p. 108). 

In the last days of the year 1890, the last massacre of Indians took place on Pine Ridge, 

South Dakota during Wounded Knee (Zinn, 2003). The surviving Indian populations were 

isolated on reservations where they lived in desolation and poverty. Indians were slowly losing 

everything they had due to an advancing external civilization. This eviction of Indians from their 

homelands cemented the fact that, for the federal government, it was not the Indian way of life, 

but the Indians themselves who were the real obstacle to the nation’s territorial ambitions. Chief 

Luther Standing Bear wrote in his 1933 autobiography of the white man’s influence:  

True, the white man brought great change. But the varied fruits of his civilization, 
though highly colored and inviting, are sickening and deadening. And if it be the 
part of the civilization to maim, rob, and thwart, then what is the progress? (Zinn, 
2003, p. 525).  

Termination era began in 1953 when House Concurrent Resolution 108 terminated the 

federal recognition of five Indian tribes: Flathead, Klamath, Menominee, Potawatomi, and Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa (Willkinson, 2005). Not long thereafter Congress also enacted Public Law 

280 granting the states of California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, and Wisconsin “full criminal 

and some civil jurisdiction over Indian reservations and consented to the assumption of such 
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jurisdiction by any other state” (Wilkins, 2002, p. 115). Paternalistic control thus remained in the 

backyards of Indians as their guardians continued their grasp of Indian affairs. Termination 

policy signaled a new direction in federal Indian policy that was orientated with Cold War 

ideologies of anticommunism, national unity, and cultural homogeneity. Over one hundred tribes 

were terminated by the federal government between the years of 1953 and 1960. Federal tribal 

termination translated into an impoverished and unemployed Indian nation that was “ill-prepared 

for such radical termination and unconvinced it was in their best interest [as the federal 

government maintained]” (Wilkins, p. 233).  

Congress fueled support for termination policy under the belief that assimilation and 

acculturation into mainstream society was in the best interest of the Indians and stated, in part, 

that Indians under termination would be “freed from all federal supervision” and “subject to the 

same laws and entitled to the same privileges and responsibilities as are applicable to other 

citizens of the United States” (Peroff, 1982, p.5 & Wilkins, 2002, p. 114). Termination rhetoric 

reminded the American public that reservations were prisons that segregated and punished 

Indians as a conquered people. Tribal lands were soon believed by the general public to be more 

along the lines of concentration camps than of homelands and sacred sites. Reservations were 

soon type-casted as secluded and detached from reality and thus stunted the opportunities of 

Indians in their deserved quest for true American citizenship and acculturation.

Utah Senator Arthur V. Watkins and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Commissioner Dillon 

S. Myer proclaimed that termination represented Congress’ commitment “to the policy of getting 

the Indians on their own feet” (Wilkinson, 2005, p.72). We must consider Commissioner Myer’s 

role in termination policy and closely keep in mind that it was Myer who was responsible for 

administering the Japanese internment during World War II. This internment put 110,000 
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Japanese-Americans in prison-like conditions solely on the basis of their race and the perceived 

imminent threat they represented to American society. Commissioner Myer was also well known 

for his assimilation values and “embraced the melting pot and firmly opposed cultural pluralism” 

(Kelly, 2010, p. 357). 

To better explain the motives behind the advent of termination we must search for more 

concrete reasoning or rationalization on behalf of its administrators. In 1947 a report called the 

Doomsday Book was compiled under Myer’s leadership at the BIA and it categorized those tribes 

most apt for assimilation. In 1952 the Department of Interior further compiled a 1,800-page 

document calculating the expenses associated with federal protections and determined that some 

of the western tribes controlled nearly a third of the country’s low-sulfur coal, 80 percent of the 

country’s uranium reserves, and up to 10 percent of the national reserves in petroleum and gas 

(Kelly, 2010). Termination was thus also seen as a cost-efficient measure to once again take 

control of natural resources found on tribal lands. 
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Menominee Termination  

One of the first terminated tribes, the Menominee of Wisconsin, similar to the Klamath, 

owned expansive, heavily forested land that blanketed nearly 90 percent of the Menominee’s 

233,881 acres of land (Wilkinson, 2005). The rich timber resources had caught attention from 

non-Indian loggers for nearly a century as a natural resource rich with commercial value. The 

steady timber industry on the Menominee reservation supplied the tribe with some economic 

independence that allowed them to depend less heavily on social services funding from the BIA. 

Seemingly self sufficient from their vast timber resources, newspapers such as the Chicago 

Tribune naively proclaimed: “in wealth, they [Menominee] are second only to the Oklahoma oil-

rich Indians” (Wilkins, 2002, p. 233). However, despite some tribes’ economic abilities there 

existed an ingrained dependency cultivated by federal agencies that “provided a poor basis for 

successful adaption to life outside the confines of the reservation” (Peroff, 1982, p.44). 

Terminationists further blamed reservation poverty on tribal lifestyles instead of assimilative 

federal policies.

Termination “cloaked latent motivations for Indian land within individual rights rhetoric” 

that neither supported nor promoted Indian sovereignty (Kelly, p. 351). The termination era 

affected nearly 1,369,00 acres of Indian lands, revoked hunting and fishing rights, removed tax 

exemptions, and led to a decline in public funds for health care, employment, resource 

management, and education (Fixico, 1986). Termination was promoted as an “Indian Freedom” 

program that would “emancipate tribes from paternalism, create formal equality, facilitate self-

reliance, and bestow Indians with American citizenship” (Kelly, 2010, p. 352).
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“Unburdened from Paternalist Federal Protection”

Despite the seemingly obvious devastating effects of termination on the American Indian 

existence, Watkins and Myer continually “defined termination—a policy inimical to tribal 

sovereignty—as American Indian liberation” (Kelly, 2010, p. 352). The rhetorical pillars of 

termination were described to the American public as upholding the ethical duty to assimilate 

Indians in order to achieve freedom and equality for the Indian people. Termination policy 

rhetoric described Indians “not as being removed from their reservations but as being liberated 

from their reservations; not deprived of federal protection but unburdened from the paternalism 

of federal protection.  Reservations were not homelands but prisons” (Kelly, 2010, p.352). 

Policy makers swiftly framed termination as being directly connected to themes of national unity, 

freedom, equality, and self-reliance. More specifically: termination as self-reliance, reservations 

as prisons, and termination as emancipation.

Termination as Self-Reliance

Self-reliance rhetoric “reinforced the erroneous belief that tribes [could] not exercise 

control over their own affairs” through tribal sovereignty and self-determination (Kelly, 2010, p. 

364). Watkins believed that once Indians were no longer wards of the paternal state that the “veil 

of ignorance would be lifted and the distorted and characteristically socialist ideologies of the 

reservation would by demystified” (Kelly, 2010, p. 363). Watkins also reframed federal 

protections of Indians as undemocratic and as special rights and preferential treatment above 

other groups. 

Kelly (2010) asserts that terminationists embraced the ideology of Max Weber’s 

Protestant work ethnic that believed frugal and persistent labor was a virtuous article of faith. 
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Watkins desired Indians to adopt capitalist values and suggested that reservations reinforced 

socialist ideologies regarding communal property and the sharing of resources. Watkins was not 

alone in his misconceptions and exaggerations in comparing reservation culture to socialism. 

Watkins continued to portray reservation life as austere, enslaved, and even communistic (Kelly, 

2010). Long after Watkins’ death it would be again articulated in a similar vein by President 

Reagan’s Secretary of the Interior James Watt in 1983: “If you want an example of the failures of 

socialism, don’t go to Russia, come to America, and see the American Indian 

reservations” (D’Arcus, 2010, p.1246). While Watt’s comment is the by product of a generation 

reeling from the Cold War, it helps to illustrate that the Indian way of life was continuously 

viewed as in opposition to the capitalistic society and one that needed to be freed from itself. 

Termination as Emancipation

Terminationists framed House Concurrent Resolution 108 with natural rights language 

that asserted assimilation was a policy of liberation and freedom. To achieve that effect 

termination was coined as the fulfillment of a Native civil rights agenda: 

Whereas it is the policy of Congress, as rapidly as possible, to make the Indians 
within the territorial limits of the United States subject to the same laws and 
entitled to the same privileges and responsibilities as are applicable to other 
citizens of the United States, to end their status as wards of the United States, and 
to grant them all of the rights and prerogatives pertaining to American citizenship 
(H.Res. 108, 1953)

Termination gained momentum and garnered support from many government officials and 

representatives. Montana Senator George Malone supported termination under the assumption 

that the policy would grant the Indians the same opportunities and privileges as their white 

counterparts (Kelly, 2010). Termination efforts were being analogized to desegregation and 
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believed it to be an ethical obligation. Myer affirmed the need to “move as fast as possible 

toward assisting the Indians in the country to become integrated into the general pattern rather 

than being maintained in segregated groups” (Kelly, 2010, p. 359). 

Drawing on desegregation rhetoric, Senator Arthur Watkins asserted that it was the 

Indians’ status apart from mainstream society that was to blame for the inequalities faced by 

Indians. This belief weakens the very importance and justification of tribal sovereignty and self-

determination. Senator Watkins even went on to make outlandish comparisons between 

termination and the abolition of slavery likening House Concurrent Resolution 108 to Abraham 

Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation while grossly overlooking the fundamental differences 

between these assertions in the realities of the 19th century and 20th century civil rights advocacy 

(Kelly, 2010). Watkins had dubiously concluded that he was indeed a civil rights leader in his 

quest to free the Indian people.



Civil Rights 
Movement and 

Red Power
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Civil Rights Movement and Red Power 

As the nation became engulfed in the civil rights issues of the late 1950s and 1960s, the 

National Congress on American Indians  (NCAI) decided to separate American Indian issues 

from those of other racial groups. In 1957, NCAI Executive Director Helen Peterson expressed 

her concern: “We can’t hope to get people to understand the problems of this truly complicated 

arrangement [between Indians and the federal government] unless we disentangle Indian issues 

from civil rights issues—Indian problems were not civil rights problems” (Cobb, 2008, pp.

22-23).  

On June 11, 1963, in the wake of Governor George Wallace’s stand against desegregation 

at the University of Alabama, President John F. Kennedy called on Congress to pass legislation 

dismantling institutionalized segregation and urged the country’s lawmakers to commit to “the 

proposition that race has no place in American life or law” (Canady, 1998, p. 42). Slavery’s 

intentional segregation and degradation of an entire race of people denied liberty to individuals 

solely by reason of race and “left a legacy of racism that has afflicted America up to the present 

generation” (Canady, 1998, p. 43). The birth of the Civil Rights Movement led the charge for 

legal equality and championed the racial integration of our country. 

However, the integrationist approach of the Civil Rights Movement should not confuse 

assimilation and detribalization with desegregation.  Detribalization undermines the very essence 

of a people’s culture by disbanding the recognition of a specific tribe. Just as the Chinese differ 

from the Japanese or the Laotian, Indian tribes are just as diverse. Civil rights groups fought 

under the same banner of “equality and justice for all” but the underlying issues between AIM 

and the Civil Rights Movement were different in their origins (Deloria, 1969).   
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Deloria (1969) further explains how the white man has historically approached African 

Americans and Indians in two very different—yet discriminatory—systematic ways. For the 

African Americans, the whites institutionalized segregation policy to ensure that they were 

tangibly separated from their white counterparts. With the Indian, the white man was forced to 

deal with the Indians in treaty making and worked to integrate generations of Indians through 

assimilatory schooling practices. Never did the white man mandate African Americans attend 

their white schools and become more white. Deloria explains how the Indian was also never 

excluded from white society but he was expected to acculturate to such society:

The basic problem which has existed between the various racial groups has not 
been one of race but of culture and legal status. The white man systematically 
destroyed Indian culture where it existed, but separated blacks from his midst so 
that they were forced to attempt the creation of their own culture (Deloria, 1969, 
p. 173.)  

Vine Deloria Jr. once outlined those differences as being that “civil rights too easily 

equated with sameness” and that “in 1963, most people thought of legal equality and cultural 

conformity as identical” (Wilkinson, 2005, p. 129). While the Civil Rights movement focused on 

eliminating segregation and fostering integration for African Americans, the American Indian 

Movement sought to reverse centuries of forced assimilation into mainstream society. And 

although the chief “civil right” continuously requested by Indians has been the protection of 

sovereign homelands, the two movements did share traditional civil rights concerns relating to 

religious and spiritual freedom, access to education, fair housing, economic opportunity, voting 

rights, and cultural dignity. Additionally, Indians and African Americans were fighting a system 

of perpetual poverty that affected their people’s livelihood. Put simply, these two groups were 

facing the deep-seated belief that those outside their group could better govern their existence 

and design their ways of life. Deloria described the Civil Rights Movement as “a function of 
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man’s desire for self-respect, not of his desire for equality” and that this dilemma was not one of 

“tolerance or intolerance but of respect or contempt” (Deloria Jr., 1969, p. 179). 

Deloria argues that the tragedy of the Civil Rights Movement was that it was branded as a 

movement for ‘equality and justice for all’ but it inevitably became about sameness devoid of 

cultural distinctions since white culture depends on the “exploitation of land, people and life 

itself” (Deloria Jr., 1969, p. 180). Echoing Deloria’s sentiments, Black Panther Party leader 

Bobby Seale once said that in the face of integration “we have the problem of a ruling-class 

system that perpetuates racism and uses racism as a key to maintain its capitalistic 

exploitation” (Seale, 1970, p. 70). Furthermore, a distinction must be drawn between “equality” 

and “legal equality.” While the first paints the ideology of equality and justice, the second 

outlines basic human rights and protections under law. Whether or not the law upholds such 

promises for legal equality is another battle to dissect. To that end, Deloria reminds us that it was 

during the 1960s when Indians began to forcibly approach the government regarding a rather 

embarrassing topic: the over 400 treaties that had been violated and ignored. 



American Indian 
Movement (AIM)
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American Indian Movement  

We are still killing Indians. Not with bullets but with more shameful and crippling weapons of 
destruction—poverty, hunger, disease, and neglect.”  
(Melvin Friedman and Marian Viviano, Op-Ed Page, New York Times, May 21, 1977, p. 23)

Red Power and the American Indian Movement emerged from the turbulence of the 

termination era. Red Power reflected a determined and patriotic Indian fight for freedom from 

injustice and bondage, patronization and oppressions, and the freedom from what the white man 

cannot and will not ever solve: his self-created Indian problem. For over five hundred years 

Indians have fought for their right exist on their lands and to the ownership of their livelihood. 

As the civil rights and anti-war movements gained momentum, Indians were already organizing. 

The Red Power era mobilized Indians and invigorated Indian Country: “Indians all across the 

United States realized that something had to be done and that they certainly could not depend on 

anyone other than themselves to do so” (Wilkinson, 2005, p.86).  

In 1960, several of Indian Country’s most active leaders formed the National Indian 

Youth Council (NIYC), “an organization explicitly designed to further the interests of American 

Indian peoples and specifically based upon tradition American Indian values” (Sanchez & 

Stuckey, 2000, p. 122). Soon thereafter, the Declaration of Indian Purpose, written by over 420 

Indian leaders from 67 tribes in 1961 read: “We, the Indian people must be governed by high 

principles and laws in a democratic manner, with a right to choose our own way of 

life” (Wilkinson, 2005, p. 111). Indians continuously asserted, normally to deaf ears, that 

individual tribes knew how to govern themselves better than the government. Perhaps if the 

government allowed tribes to play decisive roles in the decision making process over Indian 

Affairs then tribes could prove their self-sufficiency and demonstrate their ability to administer 

and execute their own affairs. 
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Some of the most articulate and insistent arguments for Indian self-determination were 

heard from the mouths of Indian youth activists.  While the older generation of Indians met with 

President Johnson in 1967, Clyde Warrior, a member of NIYC, testified at a hearing of the 

President’s National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty in Memphis, Tennessee. Warrior, a 

Ponca Indian, spoke to the need for Indian freedom and pinned the “Indian problem” on the 

federal government’s unwillingness to support tribal sovereignty. Warrior asserted that it was the 

Indian’s lack of autonomy that fed their poverty of spirit (Josephy Jr., 1971). 

Warrior’s testimony to Congress introduced the notion that an Indian’s “poverty of 

spirit” is directly connected to the lack of freedom experienced by Indians. Warrior championed 

the innate ability of Indians to solve their own problems apart from the confines and regulations 

of the federal government; “only the poor, the dispossessed, the Indians could decide that was 

best for them” (Josephy Jr.,1971, p. 72).Warrior explained that poverty of spirit is reinforced 

each time an Indian is denied the right to make basic human choices, decisions about their lives 

and the destiny of their communities. For those Indians living on reservations these choices were 

made on the behalf of the Indian by federal administrators and bureaucrats, euphemistically 

called “tribal governments” (Josephy Jr.,1972). For those Indians living off the reservations the 

freedom of choice is once again governed by “many rulers…social workers, cops, school 

teachers, and churches” (Josephy Jr.,1972, p.72). Warrior called for the ultimate “freedom of 

spirit” to afford Indian people the opportunity to be participating citizens instead of passive 

wards of the state. Heartbreakingly so, Warrior further lamented that the universal lack of respect 

for Indian culture caused Indian children to harbor shame and feelings of worthlessness and 

inadequacy in comparison to white society. In a similar vein, the lack of an honest history being 

taught to students often rendered Indians as less-than-citizens.
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The underpinning criticism from the NIYC as asserted by Warrior was against a structure 

of bureaucratic administrators who were “caught up in [the] American myth that all people 

assimilate into American society [and] that economics dictates assimilation and 

integration”  (Josephy Jr., 1971, p. 77). The road to economic development lies in giving Indians 

groups the necessary autonomy to manage their own affairs and that self-determination is a 

requirement for successful Indian economic development. After all, Indians receive “help” from 

the government because ever since the Indian’s livelihood was destroyed and devastated, the 

Indians have been conditioned to need help for means of survival. A catch 22 occurs when the 

government demands that the “Indians manage their own affairs; but, on the grounds that they do 

not know how, never lets them try, and becomes sure that they are incompetent to do 

so” (Josephy Jr., 1971, p. 174). 

In 1969, not long after Clyde Warrior’s testimony, the American Indian Task Force, 

composed of over 40 tribal leaders and activists, addressed Congress on the “Indian problem.” In 

promoting the Indian voice into the decision making process over tribal affairs, the Task Force 

called for a new process of collaborative dialogue between tribes and the BIA’s offices. The Task 

Force explained that this new process would be “honest and would give Indians a genuine 

opportunity to be heard, to seek a redress of grievances and to take the initiative in shaping 

government policy” (Josephy Jr., 1971, p. 137). Echoing Warrior’s sentiments, the Task Force 

called for the ability to hold public sounding boards throughout Indian Country to gather the 

feedback and recommendations from Indians themselves on how to best address the “Indian 

problem.”  

The American Indian Task Force also asked members of Congress to no longer sit in 

the passive seat and to get out and visit reservations themselves to witness the realities of 
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reservation life and the urban-Indian existence. They challenged members of Congress to see for 

themselves whether or not national commitments had been upheld and discouraged guided tours 

by governmental officials that would only hamper the search for truth. The Task Force closed its 

statement to Congress by saying: 

We ask for the restoration of what you claimed at the founding of your nation—
the inalienable right to the pursue happiness…we ask for the right to pursue our 
dream and we ask for you to respect that dream. That is the American Way. We 
claim our birthright (Josephy Jr., 1971, p. 141). 



We AIM for Change
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We AIM for Change

“We are the shock troops of Indian sovereignty. We intend to raise questions in the minds of 
all---questions that have gone to sleep in the minds of Indians and non-Indians alike. AIM is the 
new warrior class of the century, bound by the bond of the drum, who vote with our bodies 
instead of our mouths.” -Birgil Kills Straight, Lakota (Ojibwa Warrior, 2004, p.58)

The American Indian Movement (AIM) embraced the Red Ghettos that grew out of 

urban areas and used these urban areas as the context for the development of such activism. 

Within the city, Indians previously separated by their “tribal affiliation and the geographies of the 

reservation system could see their commonalities as Indians” and were further bonded from their 

shared experiences with hostile politicians, teachers, welfare bureaucrats, and cops (D’Arcus, 

2010, p. 1245). D’Arcus (2010) explains that it was the injustice faced by Indians in the prison 

system that “provided the environment of frustration, boredom, and anger which gave birth to the 

American Indian Movement in 1968” (p. 1247). In fact, many of AIM’s leadership met while 

incarcerated in Minnesota’s Stillwater State Penitentiary. Vernon Bellecourt, an AIM leader, 

spoke to the significance of the shared prison experience and the government’s continuous 

misjudged regulation over Indians:

They have always institutionalized our young people, first in boarding schools 
where they were abused for being Indians, then in prison. We consider all the 
young Indians in jail to be political prisoners. That does not mean that we 
condone violence or crime, but those young people never had a chance. They are 
pushed out of an educational system that has no relevance to their needs; the 
courts come down heavy on them, and parole is far less likely for an Indian 
(quoted in D’Arcus, 2010, p. 1248).

In the wake of the national ‘race riots’ of 1968, AIM leaders Dennis Banks and his 

childhood friend George Mitchell first gathered Minneapolis Indians in the basements of 

churches during the summer of 1968. Armed with a spread of donuts and pots of stale coffee, 

Banks took pen to paper and listed out the key issues for their movement: poverty, police 
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brutality, unjust court systems, broken treaties, and a corrupt power in government (Banks & 

Erdoes, 2004). In essence, AIM leaders saw their task as overtly educational: “…[one of the] 

major enemies of American Indian people today is ignorance. We have an American society that 

has been kept ignorant about the facts of history” (Sanchez & Stuckey, 2000, p. 127).

For Dennis Banks and George Mitchell, police brutality was the first priority to tackle 

as “only 10 percent of the [Minneapolis] population was Indian, but 70 percent of the inmates in 

the city’s jail were our people [Indians]” (Bank, 2004, p. 63). Akin to the Black Panther Party’s 

street patrol, AIM leaders formed their own Indian Patrol troupe to help protect Indians from 

police brutality and arrests with no cause. Indian patrol cars were painted red and AIM leaders 

adorned with red berets patrolled the streets of Minneapolis giving Indian tavern-goers rides 

home before they arrested for-being-Indian by the police. When Banks approached the 

Minneapolis chief of police to point out the brutality and the disproportionately high arrest rates 

of Indians he had witnessed towards Indians the chief claimed there was no such problem (Banks 

& Erdoes, 2004).

This denial of a ‘race problem’ supports the notion that “racism was considered by 

most Americans to be only a black/white issue, a view that ignored the Indian as a significant 

minority” (Banks & Erdoes, 2004, p. 63). For AIM member Vernon Bellecourt, the national race 

riots of 1968 were important because “racial divisions many in the city believed they made 

visible were ‘seen as a strictly Black and White issue” (D’Arcus, 2010, 1248). Indians were often 

rendered invisible in local political landscape. The creation of AIM sought to challenge this 

circumstance. AIM leader Clyde Bellecourt once remarked on the heightened political visibility 

of the Indian’s issues:

We decided we would build an educational institution that was based on truth. We 
decided we would build a legal rights center that was based on truth. We decided 
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we would build some type of housing project based on Indian input and initiative. 
And when we started talking about all of these things in public gatherings and 
meetings like this, immediately we became known as militants. …We’re no 
longer savages, we’re no longer heathens, but they found a new word for us: 
we’re now militants.  (quoted in D’Arcus, 2010, p. 1251)

The 1969 occupation of San Francisco Bay’s Alcatraz Island played no small role in 

inspiring over 70 future occupations and brought forward a question of the Indians’ status in 

American society (Iverson, 1998). Principal Chief Wilma Mankiller once said of the Alcatraz 

occupation: “the incredible publicity generated by the occupation served all of us well by 

dramatizing the injustices that the modern Native Americans have endured at the hands of white 

America” (Wilkinson, 2005, p. 137). In early October of 1972, American Indian activists 

organized a national protest called the Trail of Broken Treaties akin to the civil rights march on 

Washington in 1963 (Wilkinson, 2005). The vision was for Indians from all stretches of the 

country to come together in Washington for a peaceful demonstration and Indian spiritual 

ceremonies. Caravans led by AIM leaders departed Seattle in a zigzag fashion across Indian 

Country picking up Indian supporters along the way. With a productive stop in Minneapolis, the 

group collectively formulated a comprehensive proposal relating to Indian civil rights and called 

it Twenty Points. The central premise of this proposal once again outlined the importance of 

tribal sovereignty and reform in the land bases of Indian tribes (Wilkinson, 2005). It also 

proclaimed that there should be restoration of 100 million acres of land, grant religious and 

cultural freedom, and for the abolition of the BIA (Wilkinson, 2005).

When the caravans of protesters reached Washington on the morning of November 3, 

1972, everything seemingly unraveled as the group had no suitable place to stay and were turned 

away by the BIA on the orders of the Nixon administration for any assistance (Sanchez & 

Stuckey, 2000). What followed was a weeklong occupation of the BIA offices and several counts 
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of vandalism and destruction of federal documents by angry, disheartened Indian protesters.  In 

hopes of ending the occupation of the BIA building, the Nixon administration agreed to read and 

consider the Twenty Points. The Trail of Broken Treaties ended as a “confused morass, but the 

American Indian Movement had no intentions of relenting” (Wilkinson, 2005, p. 143). 

The Trail’s dust had barely settled when Nixon’s administration developed a new 

governmental agency that would oversee and massage Indian policies, the National Tribal 

Chairman’s Association (NTCA). With the newly established NTCA, a rhetorical war between 

AIM and the government reignited. The unfortunate damage done to the BIA building during the 

Indian’s occupation had ensured that the volatile relationship between AIM and law enforcement 

would only grow more complicated and discriminatory in the coming decades. In 1974, Vine 

Deloria Jr. described the reaction of the government as follows:

The government fearful of the quickened pace of Indian discontent created its 
own organization, called the National Tribal Chairman's Association. This group 
was used as a rubber stamp for the government's policies. Their public statements 
consisted mainly of paranoid reactions to the protests staged by the leading Indian 
organization of the nation, the American Indian Movement. 
(quoted in Sanchez & Stuckey, 2000, p. 124).

(De)termination 

The leaders of the American Indian Movement worked tirelessly to cement an honest 

understanding of our shared American history for which a platform of agency and change could 

be built off of. AIM leaders focused on the tangible institutionalized discriminatory practices of 

the government that hindered the Indian people from actualizing their ultimate freedoms and 

civil rights. The nature of the problem was most aptly a symptom of the colonization Indians 

have lived under for centuries:
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“Our enemy is not the United States, our enemy is not the individual white man. 
Our enemy is the collective white man. If the collective white man sits back and 
allows this to happen —then he is our enemy. The white man is the one who has 
to accept this before there can be peace, love and understanding between the 
races.”  (John Trudell, 1969, quoted in Sanchez & Stuckey, 2000, p. 128)

American Indian activists sought to instill a collective sense of history among all 

Americans in order to champion collective and proactive change. While it remains true that 

Indians still have many more miles to march than the number of treaties ever broken, it is with 

their unwavering determination and resiliency that Indian people have remained and will remain 

for centuries to come.
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